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Learning how
to help others
Dauntsey’s was founded with a charitable gift 450 years ago.
No wonder we’re committed to raising money for good causes
around the world, says Head of Charities, Jane Hubbard.

M

ost schools are
involved in some
form of charitable
activity. What sets
Dauntsey’s apart is
the commitment of
the school community. Not many schools
attach such importance to charitable
activities that they have a Head of Charities
– and not many can match the £340,000+
we’ve raised over the last decade.

From the Head Master
Anyone who has visited Dauntsey’s,
let alone been a pupil, parent or
member of staff, recognises the
very special sense of community
at the School. It is fostered by a
combination of friendliness, care
and respect and it is so powerful
that, even decades later, Old
Dauntseians retain strong links
with, and deep affection for, the
place where they were educated.
This exceptional warmth and cohesiveness,
especially in the context of our wonderful
facilities and glorious surroundings, is
something we want to share with the
wider community of the area around us.
We approach this in a number of ways,
from raising funds for local charities and
inviting local sports clubs to use our facilities,
to pupils visiting local primary schools to
teach maths and languages.

We have just appointed a Head of
Partnerships, Gay Butterworth, to liaise
with local schools and there will be sports
tournaments, design technology and science
workshops as well as a Mid-Wilts Primary
School Dance Show in the next few months.
In addition, and in a nod to our past, we
intend to develop a stronger relationship
with Lavington School as well as with
Devizes School. After-school sports clubs
and coaching will be a start, while the
Mercers’ Lecture programme and other
lectures should be popular too.
This isn’t simply a matter of sharing
opportunities. It is about opening our
pupils up to different people and lives.
To that end, we are looking to establish
a community service and personal
development programme for the Lower
Sixth that will take them outside what
could be a Dauntsey’s bubble, fostering
their consciousness of the world around and
helping to develop their social conscience.

Our Voluntary Services Unit is already doing
great work in retirement homes, charity
shops and primary schools, and we want
to expand it further.
Our pupils are likeable, open-minded young
people who genuinely want to help others
and are grateful for the chances that they
have been given. The more they come into
contact with people from outside School,
the better for their future development –
and hopefully the wider local community.

Mark Lascelles
Headmaster

At the same time, pupils learn how lucky
they are, discover more about others who

Each September, I put out a call for
nominations, summarise each nominated
charity’s work on a couple of slides and
pass them on to our house Charity
Representatives – each House has one or
two who organise fundraising.
The Charity Reps then make difficult
decisions to shortlist three so that the entire
School community can vote.

are less fortunate, and exercise their
ingenuity and imagination to improve the
lives of people locally and around the world.
We support two main charities each year. One,
the Nightingales Children’s Project in Romania,
which was originally set up to help orphans
with HIV or Aids but now also has a community
centre and does a huge amount of work to
prevent child trafficking. Nightingales has been
a constant since we first became involved in
2009. The other is chosen annually by the entire
School and alternates between a relatively
local charity in the UK and one based abroad.

There’s often a School connection to the
chosen cause. Last year’s charity, for
example, was The Jemima Layzell Trust,
which helps young people with brain injuries.
Jemima was a 13-year-old who died from
a brain aneurysm in 2012. Knowing that
it was exactly what Jemima would have
wanted, her brave family gave permission for
Jemima to donate no less than eight organs
for vital transplants – a UK record – and one
of the recipients was the nephew of one of
our teachers.
And in 2014, we supported the Children’s
Cancer and Leukaemia Movement at
Swindon Hospital after one of our pupils
was treated there.
But charities aren’t the only ones to benefit.
We all gain an important insight into the
problems facing many in our society and
overseas: homelessness, illness, deprivation,
or a lack of opportunity.
Every other week, Reverend Johnson takes a
small group of Sixth Formers to help out at
The Filling Station, a charity for the homeless
in Swindon set up by one of our governors,
Angus Macpherson. They provide hot meals
every week and give a bag of canned food to
anyone who needs it.
And the experience of visiting Nightingale’s
each year challenges the emotions and
stamina of members of the Lower Sixth and
is an emotional lesson in the power of the
human spirit.
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Many volunteer to help again on their own
initiative after leaving the School; a commitment
that is typical of Old Dauntseians, many of
whom go on to support our Welfare Fund
– a charitable trust, “to render assistance in
necessitous cases by advice or financial grant
to Old Dauntseians and their families”.
Charitable activity feeds into the
Complementary Curriculum, which aims “to
foster the development of integrity, honesty,
fairness, sensitivity, generosity, commitment,
compassion, and respect for self and others
in the local community and further afield.”
The result is a wider perspective on life and a
realisation that even small actions and decisions
can affect other people for the better

EVERY PENNY COUNTS
Fundraising never stops, although there are
some fixed elements in each School year.
For the School charities, the Manor puts on
a Bonfire Night and Summer Fete, with Sixth
Formers helping man stalls and the local
community joining in. Lower Sixth Form
pupils who compete in the annual Devizes
to Westminster canoe race raise sponsorship
money for the 125 miles they will paddle
from Devizes before reaching the steps at
Westminster Bridge.

We have several mufti days a year where
pupils can wear what they want (within
reason) and pay £1 for the privilege. An
annual Sixth Form Runathon lasts 24 hours
and regularly raises four figures. Collections
after school plays and concerts, which are
open to the public, add more to the coffers.
Houses and departments also put in
independent effort.
Farmer organises a boules competition with
entrance fees. Hemens holds a lip-sync battle
where pupils pay to watch performances
from some of their very brave teachers,
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Fitzmaurice has pub-style quizzes and King
Reynolds organises the very popular High Tea
with a huge range of freshly baked cakes.
Meanwhile, the Young Enterprise
competition run by the economics and
business studies department sees teams
donating their profits from their business,
while the design and technology department
organise A Level students to make and sell
products at our Christmas craft market.
The largest fundraiser for Nightingale’s is an
annual charity auction where Sixth Formers,
with the help of our catering team, organise
a supper with entertainment. They approach
local businesses, family and friends for items
and promises to auction, these range from
baskets of fruit through to summer holidays.
Bidding is brisk and competitive.

Then there are independent projects, such
as the group who decided to gather warm
clothing for the homeless and worked with a
distribution charity to make sure the clothes
got to the people who needed them.
The enthusiasm is infectious and all our
pupils get real pleasure not only from helping
others but also from working together
towards a mutual goal – and having fun
while they’re at it

A DECADE OF
SUPPORTING
CHARITIES
2010

Nightingales Children’s Project

2011

Help for Heroes

Some other charities to benefit from the
support of our School community include
Oarsome Chance which offers sport
programmes and vocational training to
young people in the Portsmouth area. Our
Head of Sailing, Toby Marris, is a patron and
has donated Jolie Brise’s signature terracotta
sails for upcycling into limited edition bags
and wallets which are sold in support of
the charity.

2012

Mustard Seed Project

2013

Wiltshire Air Ambulance
& Hugo’s Fund

2014

Friends of St. Michael’s
School, Uganda

2015

CALM

2016

Malaria No More

2017

Wiltshire Air Ambulance

2018

Malayaka House, Uganda

2019

The Jemima Layzell Trust

The Design and Technology department have
made a large wood and perspex cross which
has been placed in the Tuck Shop. Pupils and
staff add spare change to support military
charities with the aim to raise a penny for
each of the fallen in the World Wars – that’s
more than a million.

2020

Virunga National Park, DRC

£340,000

LIFE IN THE
SIXTH FORM
The Sixth Form at Dauntsey’s is a bridge between school and adult life – a time of growing
opportunities and choices, academic work and intellectual curiosity, fun and responsibilities.
Balancing demands on time can be a challenge but, says Head Girl, Riya Patel and Head Boy,
Ollie Illingworth, there’s plenty of support – you’ll only regret the things you don’t try.

Ollie_ The

last two years at School
centre on A levels but there’s a lot
more to life than good grades. You’ll

enjoy increased freedom and choice and a
chance to explore whatever interests you,
both inside and beyond the classroom.

RIYA
I’m in my final year at Dauntsey’s, taking
Spanish, French and Economics, and last year
I completed an EPQ on music piracy and
streaming. Next year, I’m hoping to study
French and Spanish at university. However, I do
balance my studies by playing as much sport
as possible, such as netball and hockey. In doing
so, I can change my focus from academics to
sports, which is vital for me.

OLLIE
I am taking; maths, physics, chemistry and
history A levels and plan to take a year out
before heading to university in 2021 to study
engineering. Althought the work load is
quite demanding, I find time to play lots of
hockey and cricket and have also enjoyed
completing my Duke of Edinburgh
Gold Award.

The most important decision is what subjects
to study. Unless you have a degree or career
in mind that demands specific subjects, it’s
definitely best to go for what you enjoy. The
careers department are there to help, with
extensive experience of what universities and
future employers are looking for.
Many opt for four A levels, particularly if you
can’t quite decide between two subjects at
the start of the Lower Sixth. Some, like
5
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TOMMY, 17 UPPER SIXTH

FREYA, 17 LOWER SIXTH

Boarding means I can make the most of the
School – play more sport, go to different clubs, get
more involved in drama and music. I play trumpet
in jazz bands and recitals, I play 2nd team rugby
and 1st and 2nd team cricket, and I’ve been in three
plays in the last year. Last night I got back from a
match and within half an hour I was playing in a concert. I love every
minute of my life here.
Academically, A levels are quite a step up and it takes a few weeks to
adjust to the increased workload. You learn how to manage your time
effectively but I really enjoy my subjects, so I work hard and play hard.

met Shepherdess Amanda Owen, former
SAS soldier Ant Middleton and sports
commentator Alison Mitchell. Meeting these
people has broadened my insight into so
many different areas; an opportunity that is
completely unique to Dauntsey’s.

myself, will take four subjects all the way
through, while others may do an AS Level in
a language at the end of the Lower Sixth
Form and then focus on three core subjects
for the Upper Sixth.
The Dauntsey’s 3+1 approach to your Sixth
Form curriculum means you can select an
option to broaden your interests. It could be
an Extended Project Qualification (EPQ),
which means producing a 5,000-word essay
on a topic you choose – for example, a friend
is applying to study medicine and did in-depth
research on maternity health care of women
in prison and another produced their extended
essay on recent developments in genetic
engineering. I know another who chose the
option of a 1,000-word essay to accompany
an artefact – in this case a sort film.
If you’re more interested in sport or the
outdoor world, there’s our Leadership, Sports
and Adventure (LSA) course. Maths for
Science is for those taking physics and
chemistry but not A Level maths, and the
International English Language Test System
(IELTS) is for international pupils, who need
this qualification to apply to British universities.
You start looking at potential degrees and
visiting Open Days in the spring and summer
of the Lower Sixth and by the Upper Sixth
you’re working on your personal statement
and UCAS form, with most having applied by
the Christmas holidays. This can seem a
daunting task but the support you get from
all your teachers, your tutors and the careers
department make it a smooth process.
6

Riya_ There’s

always room for other
interests, fun and friendship.

The first year starts with an activity day filled
with challenges, games and a chance to
learn more about the people you’ll spend the
next couple of years with.
The 17 Club is our social centre, where you
can grab a snack, go to a party or simply
hang out and chat. The Valentine’s and
Summer Balls are highlights of the club’s
social calendar.
You’re also spoiled for choice when it comes
to clubs, societies and activities. This is a
chance to try something new or deepen
existing interests, meeting like-minded
people along the way. There are dozens to
choose from, covering everything from table
tennis to ballet, debating to drama, chamber
choir to circuit training.
Some clubs are exclusively for the Sixth Form.
The Monday Club is a wide-ranging
discussion forum, led by members of staff;
the Sixth Form Film Club is very popular and
always finishes with supper and a debate;
and the Head Master’s Essay Society sees
formal presentations from your peers on
topics of interest. Visiting academics host
seminars on a wide range of topics from
Gothic architecture in Florence to Henry VII’s
foreign policy. You are also invited to
seminars and suppers with visiting speakers
in the Mercers’ Lecture programme. So far
I’ve met various individuals, from the
historian Lucy Worsley, to the BBC
correspondent Frank Gardner. I have also

Dauntsey’s encourages you
to push your boundaries in adventures
such as sailing on our 1913 pilot cutter, the
Jolie Brise, tackling the Duke of Edinburgh’s
Gold Award, rising to the Brecons Challenge,
running the Paris half-marathon, taking
part in Dauntsey’s Triathlon, winter
mountaineering in Scotland or the gruelling
Devizes to Westminster canoe race.
Sport is another great counterpoint to
academic work, since it clears your mind and
keeps you fit and healthy. I play netball and
hockey and often go running. There’s
something for everyone, whether you’re
aiming for a School team or want to try
something else like; aerobics, fencing, rifle
shooting or street dance for example.
Ollie_ The performing arts are a big part of
life at Dauntsey’s, so whether you’re a
musician, dancer, actor or prefer the
backstage arts like lighting, sound, set design
or stage management, you have a chance

to get really involved during your time
in the Sixth Form.

I act as a mentor to six Lower School pupils too. I’ve always loved the
positive, friendly atmosphere at Dauntsey’s and it matters that I’m
there for younger pupils who may need advice and support. I enjoy
putting something back into the School community. It has given so
much to me.

There’s definitely a difference in your relationship
with teachers in the Sixth Form. I get a lot of help
from them and they always make time for you.
There’s mutual respect.
I want to be an actress, so my tutor really helps
me to find a balance between my studies and
drama. I’m in a number of the shows and plays but if I have clashes
with my academic work and can’t make a rehearsal, the Head of Drama
is great and either reschedules or goes over it with me later on.
I’m aware that its important to be a good role model and I have a
good connection with younger pupils. I looked up to the Sixth Form
actors and actresses and now I’m a mentor to the younger ones.

DAN, 17 LOWER SIXTH
Coming into the Sixth Form, the first couple of
days not wearing a uniform felt pretty odd. It’s
nice to have the freedom of choice and the same
applies to daily life; there are more clubs and
societies, you can go to the gym or to the library
for independent research.

KATIE, 18 UPPER SIXTH
A levels are definitely a huge step up. I’m doing
chemistry, biology and maths, with a Spanish AS, as
I want to be a doctor. Having two teachers per subject
is a huge bonus, because you get different styles of
learning. Classes are small, so it’s easy to ask questions
and you develop a real rapport with your teachers.
I usually do some form of sport every day. I love tennis – I’m in the 2nd
team – and I play social football. Then there’s basketball and going to
the gym or for a swim. I also play the piano and enjoy the peace of
practice in the music department.

Dauntsey’s has staged the school, youth
or amateur premieres of a number of
big-name musicals including; Cats, Evita,
Les Misérables, Mamma Mia! and Billy Elliot,
but the annual musical is just one of six
or seven productions every year. I’ve taken
part in the past two December musicals,
Our House and In the Heights and although
I am definitely neither a singer or a dancer,
the great thing about the musical is
that everyone is encouraged to get involved.
I’ve had great fun and there’s no harm
in taking yourself out of your comfort
zone a little.
Dancers have an annual showcase featuring
a range of styles, while musicians have a
choice of more than 30 ensembles and
bands including jazz, folk, rock and dance,
plus orchestras and choirs, with concerts and
recitals throughout the year.

The Sixth Form can be a bit of a
juggling act, with academic work and
outside interests vying for time and
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The amount of work has increased considerably but you have more
time to get through it, so it’s manageable. You have to be selfmotivated and teachers become more like friendly mentors.
There is so much you can do in the Sixth Form, so I tried anything
that looked interesting in the first couple of weeks. And you make
so many new friends – I go to lunch with different people every day.
I’ve made friendships that will last well beyond school.

attention, so it’s good to have a home from
home in your school house. It’s the place
to relax with your school family and where
your Housemistress or Housemaster, and
the team of tutors behind them, are your
number one source of support and advice,
personally and academically.
It’s also a social centre, where parties,
trips, movie nights and much more are
organised. Even local boarders, who can
pop home easily, regularly stay in on
Saturday nights and Sunday, either for
organised outings like ice skating, a visit
to the water park and cinema trips or just
for the chance to be with friends and
enjoy the banter.
I have lived overseas for the past three
years, so school really has become my
second home. This has come so naturally
with the support from house staff and
the activities that are set up. You are never
short of things to do and people to see,
so you hardly have time to miss home!

The further education and
careers department are in touch as
soon as you start the Sixth Form.

Riya_

There are various talks, seminars, careers
events and presentations to get you
thinking about life beyond the school
gates and to help you to decide on your
future plans. There are hundreds of
mentors offering networking opportunities,
insights into different careers and often
practical help in organising work experience.
And if you decide to take your time
before deciding on further education
or training, there’s lots of information
on job opportunities in different countries,
volunteering and travel options as well
as short courses of study at home and
abroad. Staff will be there for you to help
with future applications after you’ve left
and then there are the OD social events
that will welcome you back to this
amazing community
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Let’s
dance!

Dance shows on television, such as Strictly
Come Dancing have had a huge impact,
particularly on boys whose role models are
the supremely fit men they see on screen.

WORKING TOGETHER
Dance boosts academic studies by increasing
pupils’ confidence and making them open to
new ideas. It’s also a good form of exercise,
which is known to reduce stress and improve
academic achievement.
We work closely with both the drama and
design and technology (DT) departments for
the School’s annual musicals, which teach
our pupils the pleasures and benefits of
collaboration – something that carries over
into their working lives.

Dauntsey’s has a
pioneering approach
to dance, proving that
it’s for everyone from
the hesitant to the elite,
says Head of Dance
Emily Wilkins.

D

DT skills are essential, because pupils from
the Fourth to Sixth Forms run what happens
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chorus was the rugby first XV – they
practised their ballet straight off the pitch.
Our House, the musical based on Madness
songs, featured a lot of dance, while our
version of Romeo & Juliet was pure dance, with
a lot of input from the English department to
create the narrative. The male lead has gone
on to study dance in London. And this year,
Lin Manuel Miranda’s Latin American musical
In The Heights, involved salsa, as well as
ballroom, and the performances from our
lead dancers were simply mesmerising.

SHARING THE PASSION
We have a really strong cohort of Upper
School dance mentors and the younger ones
are determined to be just as good.
Dance mentors include pupils with dance
scholarships’, which pupils can apply for in

“Dance is my passion and we’re incredibly
lucky to have so many opportunities. I really
believe that everyone should try it”
Sophia 16, Lower Sixth

backstage, making everything from the sets
and props to the costumes. They also need
good maths and come to understand the
practical benefits of studying both subjects.

PERFORMANCE SKILLS
The quality of the shows is phenomenal.
One, Billy Elliott, even went to the Novello
Theatre in the West End and sold out. Our

their Second and Fifth Forms. They have
to put together a dance CV, choreograph
two pieces and be interviewed. The
successful dancers are offered a Performing
Arts’ Award and as dance scholars they
are then given more rigorous training and
opportunities to perform. In return, they

Continued overleaf...

ance is compulsory for all pupils in their first
two years, so it becomes a normal part of
life at School, and the Lower School dance
show each year is a highlight of the School
calendar. That urge to dance continues in
the Middle and Upper School where there is
at least one dance performance each term,
which allows pupils to show off their skills.
Two dance clubs run every day and cover
every style imaginable, from contemporary
to Irish dancing, street dance, hip hop,
tumbling, ballet and more. There’s a club
just for boys in the First to Fourth years
called Girls Not Invited that has 24 members.
They love their back flips.
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Dance continued...
LILY, 16 FIFTH FORM
I started ballet when I was three but when I joined Dauntsey’s
in the First Form I tried contemporary, street dance, tumbling
and more.
At first, I was quite shy, then an older girl spotted me on stage
and mentored me. Now I’m much more confident, academically
as well as on stage, and I’m helping to run dance clubs for the
Lower School. I’ve spotted people with potential and I want to do for them what
was done for me.
Dance is a break from working for exams. I make time to do extra dance and join
in the musicals. I’m planning to take dance at A level too, then I’m thinking about
studying dance therapy.

ED, 17 LOWER SIXTH
When I arrived at Dauntsey’s, we all had dance lessons as part
of the curriculum. My dance teacher took me under her
wing and other pupils encouraged me and I’m so glad they
did. Now I do contemporary, jazz, commercial, tap, floorwork,
breakdancing and I need to get better at ballet.
Boys here don’t think that dance isn’t for them – the boys-only
dance club has helped enormously. I help teach dance in the Lower School,
showing them how to adapt and improve their moves. I had an insanely talented
mentor who’s now at dance school in London. He told me before he left that I
need to carry on promoting the boys’ dancing. Now I need to find my successor.

SOLÈNE, 17 LOWER SIXTH
I joined Dauntsey’s last year on a Performing Arts Award for
dance - I had friends here who told me how amazing the
dance was. The creative arts at Dauntsey’s are so, so good, it’s
amazing. I went straight into the principle dancers line-up for
Our House, which was brilliant.
I’m doing PE, geography and biology A levels and a French AS
level but when you love something like dance you make time for it.
Dance helps to burn off energy and tension and it’s an escape from stress. You
work out your problems without even thinking about them. I don’t think dance
will ever leave me.

OLLIE, 17 UPPER SIXTH
I was first introduced to dance in First Form when myself and a
group of friends went along to some of the dance clubs for
fun. We really enjoyed it and got involved in various
productions.
The next year we put on an all-male dancing performance of
Matthew Bourne’s, Lord of the Flies which gave us an amazing
opportunity to be able to work with a professional dancer from their company
and really get a feel for performing. I went on to dance in other school productions
including Billy Elliot where I had a once in a lifetime opportunity to perform as Billy
Elliot in the West End - these rarer chances are just not available outside of school
life, so it’s really important to make the most of it while you can.
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need to be dedicated and inspiring. One, for
example, runs a Lower School dance troupe.

A CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Dance has become so popular that that
we introduced a GCSE three years ago –
15 pupils are taking it this year – and an
A level in dance two years ago.
Part of the work towards these exams
takes place during our daily Long Break, as
well as after lessons in the later afternoon
and early evening, so pupils have to be in
love with the art form to cope with the
additional workload.
The GCSE is 60 per cent practical and 40 per
cent academic, covering dance movements,
biology in order to prevent injury and maths
for choreography. The A level is more about
the history of dance and analysis of how it
developed. So far, three pupils who have
taken the A level have been accepted at top
dance schools, including the London
Contemporary Dance School.
Dance has come a long way in just a few
years – and there is no doubt that it’s going
to go a lot further.
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Current Sixth Form pupil, Holly Reavenall here interviews
a number of Old Dauntseians on their memories of their school
days, their lives beyond Dauntsey’s and asks for any advice for
current pupils.

Did Dauntsey’s affect your choice of further education
and career? If so, how?
Yes, for sure. Dauntsey’s equipped me with what I needed to do my
exams to the best of my ability and supported me when applying to
the university that I wanted to go to, which helped me find the
career that I’ve started.

A COMMUNITY THAT
SPANS GENERATIONS
Mark Neve was a maths teacher at Dauntsey’s for 35 years, as
well as Director of Studies and Housemaster of The Manor, our
lower school boarding house. He now heads our Foundation
Office, keeping in touch with many whom he once taught. He
says that whether a 20-something or 90-something, they all
have in common an abiding fondness for the School and a
determination to help extend the benefits of a Dauntsey’s
education to future generations.
The career choices made by Old Dauntseians (ODs) reflect in part the
wide range of experiences they enjoyed while they were pupils here.
The common thread is an independence of spirit, the resilience to
take on whatever life throws at them and a lasting sense of
community.
Many would agree that a good academic grounding has helped
them on their way but what really matters is the self-confidence
acquired during their education. We have always been proud that
our pupils leave as well-balanced , responsible human beings who
are willing to have a go. That’s why so many are successful.
Our fundamental job at the Foundation Office is to keep ODs in
touch with the School and each other – and most need little
encouragement. Many simply drop in to the School to see what’s
been happening since they left – ensuring that there is a constant
stream of visitors.
Others attend year group reunions, drinks receptions, family days or
sports matches, where they sometimes compete against the School
and sometimes watch – we run around 10 of these events each year.
There are also twice-yearly newsletters and many ODs are in touch
with our careers department, volunteering as mentors or simply as a
source of information to current pupils.
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We get the biggest turn-out from retired ODs, who can number
more than 100 at an event. They have school lunch with the pupils,
queuing for food with them and getting into conversation. We pick
days where there is a good match, rugby or cricket, so they can cheer
on the School side afterwards.
Younger ones find it more difficult to make the time, given the
demands of work and family, but 40-50 come along for our organised
events all the same. We try to make it easier for them to attend by
holding receptions and reunions in a variety of cities such as; Bristol,
Cardiff and London as well as at the School. It’s remarkable how
many ODs choose to send their own children here and it says a lot
about how fondly they remember their own time at the School.
We also raise funds to support and enhance the education of pupils
at Dauntsey’s and to provide financial help in cases of hardship for
ODs and their dependants, although there’s nothing pushy about the
process. We don’t pester for donations, we simply let people know
how they can help, if they wish to. We want to maintain strong,
warm relationships; gifts, legacies and practical help follow.
The most popular schemes we run offer full and part- funded
bursaries – many ODs are really keen to give others the opportunities
they enjoyed themselves. Another key project is the Welfare Fund,
which is an independent charitable trust that provides financial
assistance in cases of hardship to ODs and their dependants. Recently
we’ve helped to fund a wheelchair for one OD, give a computer to
another and provided counselling for a third.
The School is a community and the ODs are a big part of that. They
are a generous group of people who really care about those who are
following after them. There’s genuine kindness – it’s embedded in
our culture. It’s the Dauntsey’s way.

Alexander Yates was at Dauntsey’s between 2007 and
2014. He now lives in West London and after studying
for a degree in Geography at Brasenose College, Oxford,
joined the Civil Service. He currently works for the
Department for Exiting the European Union, in strategic
communications. His team’s role is to advise ministers on
engagement with foreign ministers and officials, and
domestic engagements with the media and businesses.

Have things turned out as you expected?
I don’t think so, but only because I don’t think I had very detailed
expectations about how things would turn out. I did hope I would go
to university and find a job, so I’ve broadly met those expectations,
but the specifics have been worked out along the way.
Do you have any advice for Sixth Form students here
as they prepare to leave Dauntsey’s?
Make the most of every aspect of your final months at school, enjoy
it, and don’t underestimate the fundamental skills you’ve learnt.
Most of them will be useful for whatever you go on to do, so invest
in them whilst you’re there.

What did you most enjoy about your time at Dauntsey’s?
I loved living in such close proximity to so many people that I got on
with really well. That gave the school a really warm atmosphere and
it’s not easy to recreate that at many other stages of life.
What’s your best memory of your time here?
Great BBQs in the quad on summer evenings.
Have you kept in touch with any of your friends or
teachers at Dauntsey’s?
I’ve kept in touch with a few friends from Dauntsey’s, but probably
not as many as I would have liked. Having said that, one of my
flatmates is an OD and I still see three or four others fairly regularly.
I’ve only stayed in touch with one teacher, but he does also happen
to be my Dad so I’m obliged to see him at Christmas and when I go
home to visit the dog!
What would you advise new pupils to experience when
they join Dauntsey’s?
I think going on any of the school trips is a must. It’s a really good
way to make new friends or have a really memorable time with the
friends you currently have. There’s something quite formative about
the first time you are on holiday without your parents and, since
there’s such a variety of trips on offer, it’s easy to choose ones that
suit your interests.
Other than that, try as many things as you can; that’s the best way to
have the richest experience possible.

Hannah Hollis was at Dauntsey’s between 2004 - 2011
and is a Client Consultant at a User Experience (UX)
consultancy in London. UX involves studying human
behaviour to design the experience a person has with a
brand, often blending the physical with the digital world.
Hannah advises global organisations on how to apply
design and technology to create more intuitive and
innovative experiences for users. This could mean paying
for your coffee with a fingerprint, or having a smartwatch create a tailored workout.
Favourite subject at school?
Definitely History with Mr Spencer. Never a dull minute, that man can
tell a story and a half!
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What’s your best memory of your time here?
I’m an Evans girl to the core, so my fondest memories usually involve
Mr Yates giving us girls his very wise advice on boys … but I’m sworn
to secrecy on some of those stories!
Can you tell us about some of your recent
personal achievements?
Last year I ticked off one of the biggest things on my bucket list by
running the third hardest marathon in the world, on the Great Wall
of China. It involves racing up 5,164 stairs but the views are
breath-taking so it’s totally worth it.
I’ve struggled to find a challenge which beats that, but have kept
myself busy by competing in CrossFit competitions (my favourite
being on a Devon beach in the summer which led to some SERIOUS
tan lines), and running my fastest half marathon time (1 hour 33
minutes) which was a highlight for me.
Do you think life at Dauntsey’s helped you to prepare
for these challenges?
Dauntsey’s absolutely helped with my career – the opportunity to
learn from smart people who can challenge you, and open your
mind, equips you with the confidence to be original and create new
things in the boardroom.
As for running ultramarathons and adventure marathons, I wasn’t
sporty at school and spent most of my time doing music. I think
there’s a lesson there which reminds us that we can do anything that
we want, and well, if only we are brave enough to break out of what
we know and give it some welly.
Looking back on your time at Dauntsey’s, how did you find it?
I was a boarder so I still see Dauntsey’s as a home – what’s better
than being a teenager and getting to live with all your mates? It was
the best – the funny little things that happened at school make for
hilarious stories in the future. We only realise once we leave just how
rare some of the opportunities open to us at school were – sailing Tall
Ships, the shows, the Mercers’ lectures – do all of them.
Are you where you saw yourself eight years ago (did
everything go to plan)?
Definitely not, I was supposed to be a lawyer! It was only when
applying for law school that I realised the reason I wanted to pursue
law is because I was told I’d make a good lawyer. I’d never even
heard of UX. I have ended up doing loads of stuff I said I’d never do
“I would never run a marathon, I would never run triathlon, I’d never
want to live in London…” whoops.
Sixth Formers can worry about what the future holds after
Dauntsey’s – do you have any advice for them?
Make a plan to inspire you and give you direction, but realise that
your plan will probably twist, turn and evolve as years go by. Life
throws some pretty weird curved balls at you – expect the
unexpected, embrace them, diverge, you’ll end up places you never
thought you’d be and it’s wonderful. So whilst a plan is great, don’t
sweat too much about sticking to a pre-prescribed path that you
‘think’ you should be on – the chances are it won’t happen anyway,
so trust your gut and do it your way instead.

Dan Ings was at Dauntsey’s between 1997 and 2004. He
is now a professional actor, and currently working on a
television series, I Hate Suzie, for Sky Atlantic. He plays
the husband to the main character played by Billie Piper.
Previously he played Commander Mike Parker in Netflix’
award-winning series, The Crown.
Do you have any advice for aspiring actors trying to
break into the acting world?
Just remember that your career should be there to support you in
having a happy and fulfilling life. If it makes you unhappy, what’s the
point of doing it? I always try to remember that I’m a really lucky guy,
I have my health, a big family and a roof over my head - if all the
acting dries up tomorrow I will still be incredibly fortunate and be
able to live a happy life. It’s good to be ambitious and push yourself,
but I think the actors I’ve enjoyed working with the most are the
ones who have other interests too, and recognise the need to be a
well-rounded, well-adjusted human!
What did you most enjoy about your time at Dauntsey’s?
The drama was always excellent. I was really lucky to be taught and
directed by some amazing teachers - Sam Pullen, Rikki Jackson and
Chris Thomas.
If I hadn’t had the opportunity to do such cool school productions
and practice acting by playing so many interesting characters, I’m not
sure I would have gone on to do what I do now. I had other great
teachers too, James O’Hanlon was my Housemaster and Katherine
Watts was an excellent English teacher. Studying Music Technology
was one of my favorite courses at the School - it was awesome to
be given class time just to make our own digital music.
Did Dauntsey’s affect your choice of further education
and career? If so, how?
When I was at school I’m not sure there was quite such an
acceptance that acting was a viable profession to go into. From
meeting some of the recent Sixth Formers it seems like things are
different now. If I could do it again I probably would have gone
straight to Drama School instead of taking a gap year. But then I
wouldn’t have met my wife, so everything happens for a reason.
Do you have any final words of wisdom for Sixth Form
students here as they prepare to leave Dauntsey’s?
Be excellent to each other.

Colin Berry was at Dauntsey’s between 1971 and 1978.
He trained in medicine whilst in the Royal Navy. He has
been a consultant and specialist anaesthetist since 1996
and now works for the NHS, International Committee
of the Red Cross (ICRC) and does locum work in the
Falkland Islands.
What was it like, as a young doctor, serving as a medical
officer in the Royal Navy for six years?
Great fun and experience. The first two and a half years were spent
as a general duties medical officer (in my case on ships and submarines).
I also did two long offshore sailing trips during this time as medic and
crew on the Whitbread Around the World Yacht Race and on TS
Young Endeavour as watch officer. Subsequently I started my post
graduate specialist training as an anaesthetist in military hospitals
(mostly at RNH Haslar in Gosport).
Did you always know you wanted to specialise as an anaesthetist?
Not until after I had qualified when I met and socialised with a lot of
anaesthetists. I originally wanted to do surgery because I was very
inspired by one of my early bosses.
You worked with the ICRC in South Sudan and Nigeria as an
anaesthetist – did any experiences change you?
Very much, both as a person and as a doctor. You would have to be
very insensitive not to be struck by the hardship endured by many
people in sub-saharan Africa, especially those whose lives are
affected by war, famine and drought. Access to the most basic
healthcare is non-existent for many of the poorest people who have
often been forced to leave their homes. The trauma care we deliver is
also very hard to access for many people.
What did you most enjoy about your time at Dauntsey’s?
Sailing and rebuilding old sailing boats. Being crew, bosun, mate then
skipper of Jolie Brise. Playing rugby (quite badly). Summer Sundays
cycling on Salisbury Plain. Wadworths (!)
Did Dauntsey’s affect your choice of further education and
career? If so, how?
Not the choice of career, but it did enable me to achieve my goals.
I think Dauntsey’s provided a very rounded education at that time.
Academic results were important but were not given the absolute priority
that they are given now. We were given space to develop in a safe
environment but adventure and self-reliance were strongly encouraged.

Chloe Lockhart was at Dauntsey’s from 2003-2009.
She went on to study Architecture at the University of
Nottingham. She is now a Chartered Architect, working
at Weston Williamson + Partners (WWP) in London.
She currently leads a team designing and delivering four
residential schemes which will contribute to the London
Borough of Merton’s housing targets.
What was it like to live/travel around South East Asia as a
child? Do you think any experiences shaped you as a person?
Living and travelling around South East Asia when I was young was
fantastic. We had the opportunity to go on some amazing holidays
and I have so many incredible memories. It also helped me develop a
broader perspective on daily life and in my career. Moving back to
the UK at 12 years old to board for a year at the Manor was a culture
shock and challenging at first, but the staff, my friends and the range
of activities helped me settle in really quickly.
What did you most enjoy about your time at Dauntsey’s –
any best memories?
Dauntsey’s was great. There is such a huge range of activities to get
involved in. Sport, Music, Drama... it taught me to be a rounded
person and to be inquisitive.
What should be on every Dauntsey’s student’s bucket list
before they leave school?
Work hard and get involved! There are so many great opportunities.
Sports trips abroad were always great fun!
Did Dauntsey’s affect your choice of further education and
career? If so, how?
Dauntsey’s helped grow my interest in a wide range of subjects, so it
actually made it hard to choose a career path! I chose architecture
because it combined a range of subjects which I really enjoyed.
Do you have any final words of wisdom for Sixth Form
students here as they prepare to leave Dauntsey’s?
Take advantage of the opportunities that Dauntsey’s offers to
challenge yourself and get outside of your comfort zone!

Do you have any final words of wisdom for Sixth Form
students here as they prepare to leave Dauntsey’s?
Be kind to people; it will pay back in the long run. Money isn’t
everything (but it helps) and look forward, not backwards. Don’t
be afraid to be different.
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A closer look at… long-distance running
Long-distance running is one of the most popular sports on offer at Dauntsey’s. For some, it brings
the challenges of competition, for others, it offers a chance to relax and keep fit and once a year,
it provides a way to raise money for charity, explains Emma Crozier, i/c Cross Country.

T

he long-distance season starts at the
end of September with the InterHouse Cross Country Competition.
It’s a big event and more than half our pupils
take part. It’s compulsory for First to Third
Formers (there’s a Lower School Cross Country
club) but many Fourth to Upper Sixth Formers
volunteer to represent their Houses.
The top 10 in each Inter-House competition
qualify for the area championships, where we
compete against other schools. It’s up to the
pupils themselves as to whether they take part,
but the championships are popular and last
year 50 pupils attended. Around 35 of them
qualified to represent the area at county level.
Five or so each year then go on to represent the
county, which is an extraordinary success rate.
Sixth Formers and some Fifth Formers who
are not involved in team sports can choose
Cross Country during Tuesday and Thursday
sports sessions. Around 30 of them run one
of the three-to-four-mile routes around the
School grounds. A further 10 will go with me
in a minibus to be dropped off seven or more
miles away to run back.
We all go, even if the weather is foul. That’s
half the point. It’s meant to be a challenge.
If you don’t come back muddy, you haven’t
really run.
Running is also a great way to de-stress.
If you like, you can just run steadily while
contemplating your day and making sense of
things that have happened. You can clear your
head and think through an essay plan or a
project and the world will certainly seem a
brighter place when you’ve finished. Part of
the attraction for us at Dauntsey’s is running
in our beautiful countryside; there are well
run routes on Strawberry Hill, just behind the
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School and summer evenings will often
see a group of pupils and staff enjoying the
camaraderie of a run with a view.
Long-distance running is also one of very few
sports where you can compete in the same
event as the world’s best. We invite students
who are over 18 to take part in the Paris halfmarathon and they run alongside 30,000 others
but at the front were international champions.
They all run the same course, after all.
Long-distance running also forms part of other
events that take place through the year. The
Brecons Challenge for the Lower Sixth, is

DISTANCE RUNNING…
_ Is

an escape from work
a chance to enjoy the countryside
_ Burns off stress
_ Is great for heart, lungs and muscles
_ Is low impact
_ Can be solitary or sociable
_ Is a pleasure that lasts a lifetime
_ Is

organised by our Head of Adventure, Sam
Moore, and starts with a 12-kilometre run
over the highest mountains in South Wales,
followed by an 18-kilometre bike ride along
a trail and a seven-kilometre kayak paddle.
It’s certainly not for the faint-hearted.
Then there is the annual 24-hour Runathon,
where Sixth Form pupils and staff run
sponsored laps around lit parts of the School
site the track for a day and a night to raise
money for the School charity. This year, 100
of us took part, running more then 867 miles
in total and raising more than £1,500. Five
pupils ran more than a marathon and a
further 19 more than a half-marathon.
Many pupils continue long-distance running
in their spare time after they leave. One
OD who attended their five-year reunion in
the summer had just completed the London
marathon, while another, Will Christofi,
(OD, 08-13) has represented GB in the
European Cross Country Championships.

